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a b s t r a c t

It is well known that the model of nuclear reactors features natural nonlinearity, and variable parameters
during power tracking operation. In this paper, a disturbance observer-based adaptive sliding mode
control (DOB-ASMC) strategy is proposed for power tracking of the pressurized-water reactor (PWR) in
the presence of lumped disturbances. The nuclear reactor model is firstly established based on point-
reactor kinetics equations with six delayed neutron groups. Then, a new sliding mode disturbance
observer is designed to estimate the lumped disturbance, and its stability is discussed. On the basis of the
developed DOB, an adaptive sliding mode control scheme is proposed, which is a combination of
backstepping technique and integral sliding mode control approach. In addition, an adaptive law is
introduced to enhance the robustness of a PWR with disturbances. The asymptotic stability of the overall
control system is verified by Lyapunov stability theory. Simulation results are provided to demonstrate
that the proposed DOB-ASMC strategy has better power tracking performance than conventional sliding
mode controller and PID control method as well as conventional backstepping controller.
© 2020 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Nowadays, nuclear energy has become one of the most mature,
secure, economic, sanitary, potential and promising new energy
source. Due to serious energy crisis in the world, construction of
nuclear power plants has been significantly important in the
development of international economy. In spite of the accidents at
Chernobyl and Fukushima nuclear power plants, construction of
nuclear power plants in the world is still developing steadily [1].

Power tracking problem of a nuclear power plant is a bigger
challenge because of the characteristics of the nuclear reactor
model, such as natural nonlinearity and multiple uncertainties due
to random external disturbances and parameter variations. In the
literature, researchers have proposed various kinds of control
schemes to improve on power tracking performance, such as
multivariable PI control [2], optimized PID control [3], fuzzy control
[4,5], model predictive control [6,7], disturbance rejection control
[8], sliding mode control (SMC) [9e12], and adaptive robustness
control [13,14]. It is worthwhile to mention that SMC is a popular
and effective control approach, and it features strong robustness
yuan@sjtu.edu.cn (J. Yuan).

by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an
with respect to external disturbances and insensitivity to param-
eter uncertainties [15]. In addition, SMC is widely used in control
system of the nuclear power plant, such as water-level control of
nuclear steam generators [16], turbine throttle pressure regulation
[17], and power-level control [9,11,12]. In Ref. [9], a nonlinear
adaptive sliding mode control approach is developed based on
Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy models for modular high-temperature gas-
cooled reactors, and simulations are presented by the comparisons
between the developed control approach and conventional
nonlinear sliding mode control as well as PID control. In Ref. [11], a
reduced-order fractional-order sliding mode controller is designed
to track the reference power trajectory for a nuclear power plant
and deal with model uncertainties and external disturbances
simultaneously. Reddy et al. [12] proposed a robust sliding mode
control scheme using a new computationally efficient formulation
of the multirate output feedback for spatial power control of a
pressurized heavy water reactor (PHWR) with disturbances.
Moreover, in this work, xenon and iodine dynamics are considered
in the nonlinear model of a PHWR.

Those aforementioned control strategies provide an effective
way to track desired power and robustly deal with model un-
certainties and external disturbances in some specific cases, which
implies that the disturbances rejection ability is improved at the
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Table 1
Parameter values of the PWR model.

Parameter Value Unit

P0 900 MW
b1 0.000247 e

b2 0.001385 e

b3 0.001222 e

b4 0.002645 e

b5 0.0008325 e

b6 0.000169 e

l1 0.0124 s�1

l2 0.0305 s�1

l3 0.111 s�1

l4 0.301 s�1

l5 1.14 s�1

l6 3.01 s�1

L 0.08 S
ff 0.92 e

U 6.6 MW/�C
mc 71.8 MW.s/�C
mf 26.3 MW.s/�C
af �3.24�10�5 +

C�1

ac �2.13�10�4 +
C�1

Gr 0.02 m�1
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price of sacrificing the nominal power tracking performance. In
recent years, in order to handle disturbances and maintain nominal
control performance simultaneously, the disturbance observer
(DOB) is widely introduced into advanced control approaches by
researchers. For instance, Chen and Yu [18] combined a sliding
mode disturbance observer with SMC for attitude tracking of near-
space vehicles. Liu et al. [19] developed a nonlinear disturbance
observer based nonlinear model predictive control strategy to deal
with autonomous flight problem for small helicopters. The
designed nonlinear DOB is applied to estimate external force/tor-
que caused by wind turbulences, unmodeled dynamics and varia-
tions of the helicopter dynamics. Yang et al. [20] presented a
decentralized adaptive robust controller for trajectory tracking of
robot manipulators. A DOB is introduced to compensate for the
low-passed coupled uncertainties.

Inspired by all the above analysis, a disturbance observer-based
adaptive sliding mode control (DOB-ASMC) strategy is proposed to
address the problem of power tracking of a pressurized-water
reactor (PWR) with disturbances. The mathematical model of the
PWR is firstly described based on point-reactor kinetics equations.
Subsequently, a new sliding mode disturbance observer is devel-
oped to estimate the lumped disturbances including reactivity
disturbances, model uncertainties, and external disturbances.
Making use of the estimation values of disturbances from the DOB,
an adaptive sliding mode control approach is proposed based on
the combination of backstepping technique and integral sliding
mode control method. The stability of the overall closed-loop sys-
tem is investigated according to the Lyapunov stability theory. At
last, simulation studies show that the proposed DOB-ASMC strat-
egy has better power tracking performance compared to the con-
ventional SMC scheme and PID power controller as well as
conventional backstepping controller, namely, higher tracking ac-
curacy, better disturbance rejection capability, and stronger
robustness with respect to disturbances.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
mathematical model of the PWR is firstly described based on point-
reactor kinetics equations. In Section 3, a new sliding mode
disturbance observer is developed to estimate the lumped distur-
bances. The systematic design procedure of the DOB-ASMC strategy
is presented in Section 4. Simulation results are provided in Section
5. Section 6 concludes this paper.
2. Mathematical model of the PWR

Here the mathematical model of the PWR is established
including point-reactor kinetics equations with six delayed neutron
groups, reactivity equations, and fuel and coolant thermal-
hydraulics equations. Those aforementioned equations are
described with respect to nominal equilibrium condition. In addi-
tion, it is worthwhile pointing out that point-reactor kinetics
equations are applicable to near nominal equilibrium condition
[21,22] and have been widely applied in power tracking study for
nuclear power plants [23e25]. The point-reactor kinetics equations
are given as

dnr
dt

¼ r� b

L
nr þ

X6
i¼1

bi
L
cri þ d (1)

dcri
dt

¼ linr � licri (2)

where nr , cri, L, li, r, bi and d denote relative neutron density,
relative density of ith delayed neutron precursor, neutron genera-
tion time, decay constant of ith delayed neutron precursor, total
reactivity, ith delayed neutron fraction, and lumped disturbances
due to model uncertainties and external disturbances, respectively.

Assuming that there exist reactivity disturbances due to xenon
oscillation, power defect, and fuel burnup etc. Meanwhile, taking
into account the temperature effect of the fuel and coolant, the
reactivity equations are given as

r¼ rr þaf

�
Tf � Tf0

�
þac

2
ðTl � Tl0Þþ

ac
2
ðTe � Te0Þ þ Dr (3)

drr
dt

¼GrZr þ d1 (4)

where Tf , Tl, Te, af , ac, rr , Gr , and Zr denote average fuel tempera-
ture, temperature of the coolant leaving the reactor, temperature of
the coolant entering the reactor, fuel temperature coefficient,
coolant temperature coefficient, reactivity due to the position
movement of control rod, reactivity worth and speed of control rod,
respectively; Tf0, Tl0 and Te0 represent initial average fuel temper-
ature, temperature of the coolant leaving the reactor, and temper-
ature of the coolant entering the reactor, respectively; Dr denote
reactivity disturbances due to xenon oscillation, power defect, and
fuel burnup etc., and d1 denote input uncertainties.

The thermal-hydraulics equations of the fuel and coolant are
described as

dTf
dt

¼ ff P0
mf

nr � U

mf
Tf þ

U

2mf
Tl þ

U

2mf
Te (5)

dTl
dt

¼
�
1� ff

�
P0

mc
nr þ U

mc
Tf �

2M þ U

2mc
Tl þ

2M � U

2mc
Te (6)

where mf , mc,M, U, ff , and P0 denote fuel total heat capacity, coolant
total heat capacity, mass flow rate times heat capacity of the
coolant, heat transfer coefficient between coolant and fuel, fraction
of reactor power deposited in the fuel, and nominal power,
respectively. The output power is given as

PðtÞ¼ P0nrðtÞ (7)

Substituting (3) into (1) yields



Fig. 1. Power tracking performance under the action of the DOB-ASMC scheme.

Fig. 2. Power tracking error under the action of the DOB-ASMC scheme.
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Fig. 3. Power tracking performance under the action of the conventional SMC scheme.

Fig. 4. Power tracking error under the action of the conventional SMC scheme.
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Fig. 5. Power tracking performance under the action of the PID controller.

Fig. 6. Power tracking error under the action of the PID controller.
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Fig. 7. Power tracking performance under the action of the conventional backstepping controller.

Fig. 8. Power tracking error under the action of the conventional backstepping controller.
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dnr
dt

¼nr
L

h
�bþ rr þaf

�
Tf � Tf0

�
þac

2
ðTl � Tl0Þþ

ac
2
ðTe � Te0Þ

�
i
þ

X6
i¼1

bi
L
cri þ d2

(8)

where d2 ¼ dþ ðDrnrÞ=L denote lumped disturbances including
reactivity disturbances, model uncertainties, and external
disturbances.

3. Disturbance observer design

In this section, a new sliding mode disturbance observer is
designed to estimate the lumped disturbances d2 in real time, and
their estimation values are used to control system design subse-
quently. Before the disturbance observer design, the following



Fig. 9. The control rod speed for the DOB-ASMC scheme.

Fig. 10. The control rod speed for the conventional SMC scheme.
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assumptions are introduced.

Assumption 1. The disturbances d1 and d2 are all bounded, i.e.,
jd1j � D1 and d2 � D2, where D1 and D2 are unknown upper
bounds.

Assumption 2. The lumped disturbances d2 vary very slowly, and
the derivative of d2 with respect to time is considered as _d2 ¼ 0

For the model of the PWR, if the relative density of ith delayed
neutron precursor cri is regarded as virtual input, and the relative
neutron density nr and lumped disturbances d2 are regarded as sys-
tem outputs, the following linear state-space equation can be ob-
tained as:



Fig. 11. The control rod speed for the PID controller.

Fig. 12. The control rod speed for the conventional backstepping controller.
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Fig. 13. Disturbances estimation by using the DOB.

Fig. 14. Disturbances estimation error by using the DOB.
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"
_nr

_d2

#
¼

2664 1
L

h
� bþ rr þ af

�
Tf � Tf0

�
þ ac

2
ðTl � Tl0Þ

þac
2
ðTe � Te0Þ

i
100

375� nrd2
�

þ
X6
i¼1

"bi
L

0

#
cri (9)

From the linear state-space (9), the sliding mode disturbance
observer is designed as

" _bnr

_bd2

#
¼

2664
1
L

h
�bþrrþaf

�
Tf �Tf0

�
þac

2
ðTl�Tl0Þþ

ac
2
ðTe�Te0Þ

i
1

0 0

3775
�bnrbd2

�
þ
X6
i¼1

"bi
L

0

#
criþ

�
1
w

�
Fðenr Þ (10)

where bnr and bd2 denote the estimation values of nr and d2,
respectively, w denotes the observer gain, Fðenr Þ denotes a sliding
mode function, and need to be designed later. The observer errors
are defined as

�
enr ¼ nr � bnr

ed2
¼ d2 � bd2 (11)

Differentiating the observer errors (11) with respect to time, and
combining equations (9) and (10) yields
8<: _enr ¼
enr

L

h
� bþ rr þ af

�
Tf � Tf0

�
þ ac

2
ðTl � Tl0Þ þ

ac
2
ðTe � Te0Þ

i
þ ed2

� Fðenr Þ
_ed2

¼ �wFðenr Þ
(12)
Then, defining the following integral sliding mode surface as

snr ¼ enr þ k1

ðt
0

enr ðtÞdt (13)

where k1 is a positive constant to be determined later. In order to
make the estimation values bnr and bd2 converge to the actual values
nr and d2 asymptotically, the sliding mode function Fðenr Þ is
designed as
Fðenr Þ ¼ enr

�
k1 þ

1
L

h
� bþ rr þ af

�
Tf � Tf0

�
þ ac

2
ðTl � Tl0Þ þ

ac
2
ðTe � Te0Þ

i�
þknr snr þ hnrsatðsnr Þ (14)
where hnr >0 and knr >0 denote switching gain and reaching gain,
respectively. satð �Þ denotes saturation function, and it is defined as
satðsÞ¼

8>>><>>>:
1 if s>Ds

s
Ds

if jsj � Ds

�1 if s< � Ds

(15)

where Ds >0 denotes the boundary layer thickness. Consider the
following Lyapunov function candidate as:

V1 ¼
1
2
s2nr

(16)

Differentiating (16) with respect to time along (13), and
substituting (14) yields

_V1 ¼ snr
_snr

¼ snr

nenr

L

h
� bþ rr þ af

�
Tf � Tf0

�
þ ac

2
ðTl � Tl0Þ

þac
2
ðTe � Te0Þ

i
þed2

� Fðenr Þ þ k1enr

�
¼ snr

�
ed2

� knr snr � hnr satðsnr Þ
	

(17)

In order to make _V1 <0, the following condition must be
satisfied:

hnr þ knrDsr >


ed2



 (18)

As a result, according to Lyapunov stability theory [26], it is
obtained from (18) that the observer error dynamic moves toward
from anywhere and reaches the sliding mode surface snr ¼ 0 in
finite time with suitable parameters hnr , knr , and Dsr . When the
sliding mode surface snr ¼ 0 is reached, we have�
snr ¼ _snr ¼ 0
enr ¼ _enr ¼ 0 (19)

Substituting (19) into (12) yields�
ed2

¼ Fðenr Þ
_ed2

¼ �wFðenr Þ (20)
Therefore, the observer error dynamic of the lumped distur-
bances with respect to time is obtained as
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ed2
¼ cde

�wt (21)

where cd is a constant. From (17), (18), and (21), it can be concluded
that the observer error dynamics of the DOB are globally asymp-
totically stable. In addition, the convergence speed can be regulated
by changing the value of the observer gain w.
4. Adaptive sliding mode control design

The aim of this paper is to design the power tracking controller
for the PWR with lumped disturbances. This section presents the
power tracking controller design using backstepping technique and
integral sliding mode control approach as well as the disturbances
estimation values bd2 from the DOB. Moreover, an adaptive law is
introduced to estimate the input uncertainties d1 online. At first,
the power error is defined as

ep ¼ P � Pd (22)

An integral sliding mode surface for power control is chosen as

sp¼ ep þ k2

ðt
0

epðtÞdt (23)

where k2 is a positive constant to be determined later. Differenti-
ating (23) with respect to time, and substituting (7), (8), and (22)
yields

_sp ¼ _epþk2ep

¼ _P� _Pdþk2ep

¼ P0

(
nr
L

h
�bþrrþaf

�
Tf �Tf0

�
þac

2
ðTl�Tl0Þþ

ac
2
ðTe�Te0Þ

i

þ
X6
i¼1

bi
L
criþd2

)
� _Pdþk2ep

(24)

According to backstepping technique [26,27], the reactivity due
to the position movement of control rod rr is regarded as virtual
control input, and its desired value is designed as

rrd ¼ b� af

�
Tf � Tf0

�
� ac

2
ðTl � Tl0Þ �

ac
2
ðTe � Te0Þ

þ L

P0nr

"
� P0

X6
i¼1

bi
L
cri � P0bd2 þ Pd � k2ep � kpsp � hpsat

�
sp
#
(25)

where rrd denotes the desired reactivity due to control rod position
movement, hp >0 and kp >0 denote switching gain and reaching
gain, respectively. The reactivity error is defined as

er ¼ rr � rrd (26)

Consider the following Lyapunov function candidate:

V2 ¼
1
2
s2p (27)

Differentiating (27) with respect to time, and substituting (24),
(25), and (26) yields
_V2 ¼ sp _sp

¼ spP0

(
nr
L

h
� bþ rr þ af

�
Tf � Tf0

�
þ ac

2
ðTl � Tl0Þ

þac
2
ðTe � Te0Þ

i
þ
X6
i¼1

bi
L
cri þ d2

)

¼ spP0

(
nr
L

h
� bþ er þ rrd þ af

�
Tf � Tf0

�
þ ac

2
ðTl � Tl0Þ

þac
2
ðTe � Te0Þ

i
þ
X6
i¼1

bi
L
cri þ d2

)

¼ spP0nrer
L

þ spP0ed2
� kps2p � hpspsat

�
sp


(28)

The next step is to make rr converge to rrd, i.e., lim
t/þ∞

er/0. To
this end, the control law Zr needs to be designed to guarantee the
stability of the overall control system. Defining the following Lya-
punov function candidate:

V3 ¼V2 þ
1
2
e2r (29)

Differentiating (29) with respect to time, and substituting (4)
and (28) yields

_V3 ¼ _V2þer _er

¼ spP0ed2
�kps2p�hpspsat

�
sp
þer

�
spP0nr

L
þ _rr� _rrd

�

¼ spP0ed2
�kps2p�hpspsat

�
sp
þer

�
spP0nr

L
þGrZrþd1� _rrd

�
(30)

In order to make _V3<0, the control law can be designed as

Zr ¼�spP0nr þL½ _rrd � d1 � krer � hrsatðerÞ�
LGr

(31)

where hr >0 and kr >0 denote switching gain and reaching gain,
respectively. However, given that the input uncertainties d1 is un-
known and bounded, in this study, an adaptive mechanism is
employed to approximate the input uncertainties d1 online, and the
adaptive law is designed as

_bd1 ¼ ker (32)

where k is a positive constant, and needs to be determined later.
Besides, the approximation error is given as

ed1
¼ d1 � bd1 (33)

To this end, the control law can be rewritten as

Zr ¼�spP0nr þL½ _rrd � bd1 � krer � hrsatðerÞ�
LGr

(34)

Next, consider the following Lyapunov function candidate:

V4 ¼V3 þ
1
2k

e2d1
(35)

Differentiating (35) with respect to time, and substituting (30),
(32), and (34) yields
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_V4 ¼ _V3�
1
k
ed1

_bd1

¼ spP0ed2
�kps2p�hpspsat

�
sp
þer

�
spP0nr

L
þGrZrþd1� _rrd

�

�1
k
ed1

_bd1

¼ spP0ed2
�kps2p�hpspsat

�
sp
�kre2r �hrersatðerÞ

þed1

�
er�1

k

_bd1

�
¼ spP0ed2

�kps2p�hpspsat
�
sp
�kre2r �hrersatðerÞ

(36)

As a result, it can be followed from (36) that in order to make
_V4<0, the following condition should be satisfied:

hp þ kpDsp >


ed2



P0 (37)

whereDsp denotes the boundary layer thickness of the slidingmode
surface (23).

In summary, consider the nuclear reactor system in the presence
of disturbances d1 and d2, and satisfying Assumptions 1 and 2,
conditions (18) and (37), and adaptive law (32), under the action of
control law (34), then the error vector e ¼ ½ep er ed1

ed2
�T asymp-

totically converge to zero. As a result, the overall control system is
globally asymptotically stable.

Remark 1. It is well known that chatting phenomenon in SMC is
one of the greatest disadvantages, which may increase the energy
consumption, stimulate system unmodeled dynamics, degrade
control performance, and even cause unstable system. In this study,
the conventional sign function of the SMC is replaced by saturation
function to reduce the chatting phenomenon, which is called as
boundary layer SMC [28].
5. Simulation results

Simulation studies and comparisons based on the PWR system
are provided in this section to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
DOB-based disturbances estimation and the DOB-ASMC scheme. It
is well known that PID controller is popular owing to its better
dynamic and static quantity, simple structure, and mature capa-
bility to tune parameters. Therefore, comparisons of power tracking
performances aremade between the proposed DOB-ASMC strategy,
PID controller, conventional nonlinear SMC scheme [29], and con-
ventional backstepping controller [26]. The change rule of the
desired power is composed of two identical periods (per 10 h), i.e.,
100%P0/60%P0/100%P0/60%P0/100%P0. The first period is
with the assumption that the nuclear reactor model is accurate
without disturbances d1 and d2. The second period is with the
assumption that the nuclear reactor model is uncertain and the
disturbances d1 and d2 are added in the model. The detailed
parameter values of the PWR model are listed in Table 1.

For the DOB-ASMC scheme, the parameter values are chosen as:
w ¼ 200, k1 ¼ 100, k2 ¼ 10, knr ¼ 50, hnr ¼ 50, kp ¼ 100, hp ¼
100, kr ¼ 30, hr ¼ 20, k ¼ 2, Dsnr ¼ 0:001, Dsp ¼ 0:1, and Dsr ¼
0:01.

In addition, the disturbances d1 and d2 are assumed as follows:
� d1 ¼ 0:005 sinð0:01t � 1:8586Þ þ 0:003cosð0:05t � 1:4382Þ
d2 ¼ 0:1663 cos

�
10�3t � 0:1335

�
(38)

The simulation results are presented in Fig. 1e14. Figs. 1e8
illustrate the power tracking performance and power error under
the action of the DOB-ASMC scheme, conventional SMC scheme,
PID controller, and conventional backstepping controller. From
Figs. 1e8, it can be seen that all control approaches provide precise
power tracking performance for the nominal PWR system before
adding the disturbances d1 and d2. However, after adding the dis-
turbances d1 and d2 in the second period, i.e., 10e20 h, it is clearly
observed from Figs. 1e8 that the DOB-ASMC strategy features
strong robustness with respect to disturbances and rejects distur-
bances d1 and d2 effectively, while the conventional SMC scheme
and PID controller as well as conventional backstepping controller
cannot deal with disturbances effectively, which lead to clearly
non-zero fluctuating error. Figs. 9e12 plot the control rod speed
under the action of the DOB-ASMC scheme, conventional SMC
scheme, PID controller, and conventional backstepping controller.
As observed in Fig.11, extremely high control rod speed is produced
by the PID controller when the disturbances d1 and d2 are added in
the PWR system compared with the DOB-ASMC scheme and con-
ventional SMC scheme as well as conventional backstepping
controller. In practical engineering, such overhigh control rod speed
can not be achieved due to the physical constraints.

Figs. 13e14 show the estimation performance of the designed
DOB. From Figs. 13e14, it is demonstrated that the designed DOB is
able to estimate the lumped disturbances d2 accurately regardless
of adding disturbances d1 and d2. In addition, transient peaking
estimation error may occur at the moment of adding the distur-
bances d1 and d2, while the DOB swiftly estimates the disturbances
d2 with acceptable error.

From the above analysis of the simulation results, it is concluded
that the overall DOB-ASMC strategy can provide more exact power
tracking performance compared with conventional SMC scheme
and PID controller as well as conventional backstepping controller
together with accurate disturbances estimation by using the DOB in
the presence of unknown lumped disturbances caused by input
uncertainties, reactivity disturbances, model uncertainties, and
external disturbances.
6. Conclusions

In this paper, power tracking problem of a PWR with lumped
disturbances has been addressed by developing a DOB-ASMC
strategy. Firstly, the mathematical model of the PWR system is
established and then a new DOB is implemented to accurately
achieve lumped disturbances estimation online. Based on the
established mathematical model of the PWR and disturbances
estimation from the DOB, an adaptive sliding mode controller is
proposed combining backstepping technique with sliding mode
control method to guarantee the globally asymptotic stability of the
overall closed-loop power tracking system, which contributes to
improving power tracking performance and enhancing the distur-
bances rejection ability for a PWRwith lumped disturbances. In the
end, the simulation results reveal that the proposed DOB-ASMC
strategy can achieve higher power tracking performance, stronger
robustness with respect to disturbances, and better disturbances
rejection ability than the conventional SMC scheme and PID
controller as well as conventional backstepping controller.
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